NOTIFICATION

The following decisions taken by the BOG meeting No.45, held on 15-11-2018 and 04-12-2018 on the recommendations made by Joint Academic Committee meeting held on 18-08-2018 are hereby notified for information and implementation by all educational institutions within the jurisdiction of BISE, Peshawar.

a. From the coming session 2019, the “Outline of Home economics” will not be offered as an optional subject in F.A Examination of BISE Peshawar. Instead, there shall be a separate group of studies named “Home Economics Group” in the intermediate examination, based on scheme of study 2006-2007.

b. The BISE Peshawar will not entertain any technical subject in its following examinations but rather it will be referred to Board of Technical Education (BTE) Peshawar.

c. The Scheme of study 2006-2007 is silent about theology group in intermediate, therefore, the BISE Peshawar will discontinue the examination in theology group forthwith from the session 2019.

d. According to scheme of study 2006-2007, a student can opt both the English literature and urdu literature or other languages. However, from now onward a student will require to opt choice in selecting the subjects.

e. The Text Book Board has changed the courses form the session 2018-2019. The students who are failed or cancelled their paper shall appear in new course.

f. Student who is migrated to BISE Peshawar from the Federal or other Boards where he/she has passed his/her 9th Class in a subject which is not available in BISE Peshawar, such students shall cancel that particular subject of Class 9th and shall select alternate subject in which he/she shall appear in both parts of the said examination.
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